Social Guests

(listed in order of appearance)
Fatma Güney
Koc University

Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

Writing Good Reviews & the reviewing process
(with Torsten Sattler)

Monday 15:30 - 16:30
Social Guest Space S1

Research interests
3D Vision, Optical Flow, Representation Learning from Videos

Links
- Personal Webpage
- Google Scholar Profile
- Open positions
Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

Writing Good Reviews & the reviewing process
(with Fatma Güney)

Monday 15:30 - 16:30
Social Guest Space S1

Research interests
Visual localization, 3D reconstruction and Vision, Local Features, Camera Geometry, Neural Rendering, Machine Learning for 3D Vision

Links
[Personal Webpage]
[Google Scholar Profile]
Elisa Fromont
Université Rennes 1/IRISA/Inria rba

Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

Being a woman in AI

Monday 15:30 - 16:30
Social Guest Space S2

Research interests
XAI, Time Series Analysis, Computer Vision

Links
[Personal Webpage]
[Google Scholar Profile]
Dima Damen
University of Bristol

Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

How to be part of a big research team and keep your unique research, EPIC-KITCHENS, the reviewing process, ICCV 2021, Academic Twitter

Research interests
Computer Vision, Video Understanding, Egocentric Vision, Action and Activities, Hand-Object Interactions

Links
[Personal Webpage] [Google Scholar Profile]

Monday 16:30 - 17:30
Social Guest Space S1
Yannis Avrithis
Inria

Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

Image retrieval,
how to write a good paper

Research interests un-/semi-supervised/few-shot learning, continual learning, metric learning, image retrieval, spatial matching, nearest neighbor search, clustering, graph-based methods, 3D shapes, adversarial examples, interpretability, video captioning/question answering

Links
[Personal Webpage]
[Google Scholar Profile]
[Open positions]
Gul Varol
Ecole des Ponts ParisTech

Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

How to peacefully research away from competition

Research interests
video representations, human actions, human body, sign language

Links
[Personal Webpage]
[Google Scholar Profile]
Xavier Giro-i-Nieto
UPC Barcelona

Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

**Sign language with deep learning**

Research interests

sign language, genomics, multimodal

Links

[Personal Webpage]
[Google Scholar Profile]
[Open positions]
Efstratios Gavves
University of Amsterdam

Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

The past, present, and future of Computer Vision and Machine Learning

Research interests:
Temporal Learning & Dynamics,
Efficient Vision & Learning,
Machine Learning for Oncology

Links:
[Personal Webpage]
[Google Scholar Profile]
[Open positions]
Kosta Derpanis
York University/Samsung AI Centre Toronto

Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

Industry vs academia, time management, work-life balance, survival guides, academic twitter, how to pick a postdoc

Research interests
video analysis including prediction, 3D human pose estimation, self/weakly-supervised learning

Wednesday 15:30 - 16:30
Social Guest Space S2

Links
[Personal Webpage]
[Google Scholar Profile]
Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

Imagination supervised Machines

Research interests
Computer Vision, Vision and Language, Zero-Shot Learning, Creative AI

Links
[Personal Webpage]
[Google Scholar Profile]
[Open positions]
Adrien Gaidon
Toyota Research Institute

Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

Scaling up ML for Robot Autonomy

Research interests
Scene and Behavior Understanding, Simulation for Deep Learning, 3D Computer Vision, and Self-Supervised Learning

Links
[Personal Webpage]
[Google Scholar Profile]
Hady Elsahar
Naver Labs Europe

Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

AMA on The Dangers of Large Language Models and Ways to Fix them

Research interests
Natural Language Processing, Energy Based Models, Large Language Models,

Links
[Personal Webpage]
[Google Scholar Profile]
Cécile Boulard
Naver Labs Europe

Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

"Working with platforms"
from a social science perspective

Research interests
employing ergonomic and ethnographic techniques to study work and technology use from an ethnomethodological perspective

Links
[Personal Webpage]

Thursday 10:30 - 11:30
Social Guest Space S1
Marie Sacksick
CybelAngel, co-organizer of the Paris WIMLDS meetup

Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

*How (not) to handle your industry-sponsored PhD*

“I’d love to share some tips I’ve learned during my unfinished Cifre-PhD. I’m sure attendees will also have some healthy/unhealthy landmarks which can be precious for the others.”
Gabriela Csurka
NAVER LABS Europe

Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

Deep Learning with or without traditional computer vision

Research interests: computer vision, image understanding, multi-view 3D reconstruction, visual localization and mapping, cross-modal retrieval, domain adaptation, transfer learning

Links
[Personal Webpage]
[Google Scholar Profile]
Stavros Tsogkas
Samsung

Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

**Industry vs academia.**
**Pros/Cons/Career development**

**Research interests**
Mid-level vision, perceptual grouping, 3D shape, image enhancement

**Links**
[Personal Webpage]
[Google Scholar Profile]

**Thursday 11:30 - 12:30**
Social Guest Space S1
Lamberto Ballan
University of Padova, Italy

Ask-Me-Anything / Q&A on

*Research,*
*work-life balance,*
*how to pick a postdoc*

**Research interests**
Predictive Vision (trajectory prediction, action anticipation, etc.),
Vision and Language, Open-world Vision and Long Tails

**Links**
[Personal Webpage]
[Google Scholar Profile]